Abstract: The simultaneous optimization of multiple queries submitted to a database system may lead to substantial savings over the current approach of optimizing each query separately. Isolating common subexpressions in multiple queries and treating their execution as a sharable resource are important prerequisites . This chapter presents techniques for recognizing , supporting , and exploiting common subexpressions in record-oriented, relational algebra, domain relational calculus, and tuple relational calculus query representations, It also investigates preconditions that transaction management mechanisms must satisfy to make multiple query optimization effective.
In traditional file systems, where records are retrieved one-at-a-time, a query or update is simply defined by a particular key value. Common subexpressions are characterized by the same key value.
Section 2 reviews multiple query optimization for such record-oriented systems.
Section 3 motivates and defines more general common subexpressions. Sections 4 through 6 present specific methods for common subexpression representation and analysis in three popular query language environments: relational algebra, domain relational calculus (including languages such as QBE and Prolog), and tuple relational calculus (including languages such as SQL and QUEL) . For the latter representation, a database programming language construct, called selector, is used to represent subexpressions and access paths supporting their execution.
Finally, section 7 briefly considers a new research problem resulting from multiple query optimization.
If the scope of query optimization is extended beyond transaction boundaries, query evaluation strategies may interfere with concurrency control algorithms, leading to an inefficient overall architecture. The need for global transaction optimization integrates the two hitherto separated research areas of query optimization and concurrency control.
MULTIPLE QUERY OPTIMIZATION IN RECORD-ORIENTED SYSTEMS
In a traditional file system, each query retrieves at most one record, which is described by its file (relation) name and a unique key value. Many such systems are still in use, e.g., in banking applications or reservation systems, in which each user transaction addresses only one data object (e.g., bank account) at a time. One can represent a request for the record of relation 'rel' with the key value 'keyvall in an array-like notation [SCXM831, re1 [ keyval I. In a multiple query environment, information must be provided to determine, to which query the answer should be delivered. A query can be represented by a record ewerid, timestamp, opcodexead, rel[ keyval I>.
Consequently, a batch of queries can be stored in a relation, the so-called 'transaction file'. m e timestamps become important when the same user submits the same request several times, for example, because of intervening updates. However, we shall ignore this possibility for the moment and will return to it only in section 7.
Under what conditions is batching advantageous? In a paged random access environment, the main profit stems from clustering accesses to the same physical page. Little is gained by batching non-clustered queries which access different pages.
(See CSHNE761 for a quantitative analysis of the worst case of random queries to a large file.) Two queries to a relation obviously access the .same page if they request the same key value. Therefore, the transaction file should be grouped by relation names and key values; this is typically best achieved by sorting. Sorting has the side benefit of achieving optimal clustering if the database relation to be accessed is sorted by the same criteria (e.g., organized in some indexed sequential fashion).
If, on the other hand, se uential processinq is necessary, batching almost always makes sense.
As t h e m o n s t r a t e , the expected savings factor of processing a batch of k queries together rather than separately can be approximated by 1-2/(k+l) for large files. For example, a batch of just five queries ;ill already lead to savings of about 66.75, as compared to evaluating each of them separately: each of the five queries, separately processed, will require scanning about 1/2 of the file (for a total of 5/2 file scans), whereas only 5/6 of the file have to be scanned on the average to retrieve five (randomly selected ) elements.
Ihe advantages of batching in average processing time per query generally grow with batch size, in particular with the size of clusters (i.e., the number of accesses to the same page). On the other hand, batch size is limited by the maximum response tine acceptable for the first queries suhitted to the batch, as well as by storage constraints.
The key-oriented techniques for multiple query processing do not easily generalize to queries retrieving more than one record. In principle, one can decompose a set-oriented query into many record-oriented ones. For multiple query optimization, however, this approach has major disadvantages:
Unless secondary indexes are available, the set of key values for each query is unknown before accessing the database, and hence the comparison of key values cannot be used to deternine sharable accesses. One might argue that unknown key values usually require sequential scans, which should sake multiple query optimization even more desirable. However, there is now a 'distribution' problem: it is not known in advance, to which of the queries in a batch a certain record will be relevant. Therefore, sharing is limited to the original scan of base data --none of the intermediate results required for processing complex queries can be shared. This problem arises even if the key set for each query can be enumerated (e .g. , because secondary indexes are available) .
The solution adopted in this chapter involves access abstraction mechanisms [SXM831, which reduce the probzem of recognizing common physical access requirements to the simpler task of identifying corrmon logical access paths, i.e., subexpressions. Common subexpressions will be used since one can hardly expect two queries to address exactly the same set of tuples as in the record-oriented case.
A few definitions are needed at this point. We define a Query as a relation-valued language expression, that is, the evaluation of a query, q, maps a database state into a relation V(q) , the value or result of the query. The readset, S(q), of a query is the set of all data to be accessed during the evaluation of q.
Note, that S(q) depends on data structures and query evaluation algorithms, whereas V(q) depends only on the state of the database. An access m t h is the value of a query or of a set of queries; access paths are used to support the evaluation of other queries. For example, a secondary index represents the set of results of those queries that ask for all relation elements with a given value in the indexed attribute; the use of-he index provides a fast way to process other queries that contain queries on the indexed attribute as subexpressions. Often, access paths are stored in a specific representation form to avoid redundancy and reduce maintenance problem.
However, the special representation is usually invisible to the user who just experiences better performance for certain queries. A language construct for the abstract representation of access paths based on this observation will be introduced in section 6. A query is an expression consisting of the symbol : -followed by AND/OR-connected predicates which refer either to views or directly to base relations. Consider first the case where there are no recursive view definitions applying to the set of queries. Following the two-step heuristic mentioned in section 3, each query is first standardized into disjunctive normal form, i.e., into a set of conjunctive queries to base relations. More than one submitted request will just result in a larger set of conjunctive queries. 
R2. "what patients had the same organisms isolated as Smith?"
:-isolated(smith, Commorg, Sitel, Qtyl ) , isolated( Pat, Commorg , Si te2, Qty2 1.
R3. "who was in contact with wound-infected patients?"
: -infected ( Infpat , wound 1, contact (Pers , Inf~at 1.
Using the view definitions given above, the translation of these view queries into queries to the base relations given in section 3 yields the seven conjunctive queries listed below. Q1 and Q2 come from R1, 43 from R2, and the remining four queries are derived from R3. Selectors can be classified by the values of m and n in the above definition. First, selectors without parameters (m=O) will be investigated; they correspond to traditional database views. This discussion will be subdivided into the cases of extended range expressions (n=O, section 6.2) and general nested expressions (n>O, section 6.3).
Afterwards, selectors wi th parameters (m>O) will be analyzed (section 6.4). This discussion will be brief since one part of it is covered by the other subsections, another part is covered by the literature on index selection, and the remainder is largely unresearched .
Common Extended Range Expressions
The 
R4.
analyses yielded more than 1000 organisms/ml?" 
END;
Center 
Common Query Structures
The disadvantage of access paths defined through parameter-free selectors as described in the previous two subsections is that they essentially represent only one (sub)query. The usual understanding of indexes is quite different: the exact query is defined by specifying a certain parameter value. " For example, most users of the infection control database may be interested only in one type of infecting organism at a time but this type may differ from query to query. Therefore, it pays to define a selector corresponding to a secondary index : More powerful heuristics, made possible through the introduction of programming language abstractions, allow more than detecting common subexpressions in a purely bottoa-up fashion. Where simplistic radical solutions for concurrency control are not acceptable, multiple query optimization requires integrating the hitherto separate areas of query optimization and concurrency control, with the final goal of developing a unified optimization concept for database implementation.
